Processional

Welcome

Introduction of the Graduate Speaker

Charge to the Graduate Students

Presentation of Doctoral Degrees

- Educational Leadership, Policy, and Human Development
- Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics Education
- Teacher Education and Learning Sciences

Presentation of Outstanding Doctoral Dissertation Awards

Presentation of Master’s Degrees

- Educational Leadership, Policy, and Human Development
- Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics Education
- Teacher Education and Learning Sciences
Introduction of the Undergraduate Speaker

Charge to the Undergraduate Students

Presentation of Undergraduate Degrees

  Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics Education
  Teacher Education and Learning Sciences

Presentation and Recognition of Special Accomplishments

Closing Remarks

Dr. Anona Smith Williams
Associate Dean

Kyanna Marion Sumpter
Bachelor of Science
Elementary Education

Dr. John K. Lee
Associate Dean

Dr. Aaron C. Clark
Department Head

Dr. Jessica DeCuir-Gunby
Department Head

Dr. Anona Smith Williams
Associate Dean

Dr. Paola Sztajn
Dean

Reception to follow in Stafford Commons
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION

Erica Andrews
Adult and Community College Education
Dissertation: Faculty Perceptions of the Equity Gap in First-Year Student Progression for African American Community College Students. (Under the direction of Professor Audrey Jaeger.)

Kamisha Darden Kirby
Adult and Community College Education
Dissertation: Exploring Veterans Success in IT Apprenticeships: A Propensity Score Matching Study. (Under the direction of Professor Michelle Bartlett.)

Nzingha Malik Williams
Adult and Community College Education

Nicole Catherine Messina
Adult and Community College Education
Dissertation: Marine by Design: The Marine Military Microcosm and its Effect on Transition in Higher Education. (Under the direction of Professor Chad Hoggan.)

Elizabeth Ann Muckensturm
Adult and Community College Education
Dissertation: An Analysis of Hurricane Preparedness and Crisis Communication During a Pandemic at Community Colleges in North Carolina. (Under the direction of Professor Diane Chapman.)

Jacqueline Jordan Caswell Dolfi
Adult and Community College Education
Dissertation: Defining and Improving High-Quality Postsecondary Career and Technical Education. (Under the direction of Professor James Bartlett.)

Corey James Rosso
Adult and Community College Education

Keegan Brown Anderson
Community College Leadership
Dissertation: Career Transfer Efficiency Study for North Carolina Public Sector Community College to University Pathways in Associate in Applied Science Programs. (Under the direction of Professor James Bartlett.)

Mary Ann Earp
Educational Administration and Supervision

Tina Michelle Harper-Ball
Educational Administration and Supervision
Dissertation: An Interpretive Case Study of Cross-Cultural Mentoring of Educational Leadership Trainees. (Under the direction of Professor Tamara Young.)

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Christopher Robert Baxter
Educational Leadership, Policy, and Human Development
Dissertation: Examining School Counselors-in-Training Self-Efficacy through a Narrative-Based Supervision Intervention. (Under the direction of Professor Helen Lupton-Smith.)

Adam Hall Brandt
Educational Leadership, Policy, and Human Development
Dissertation: Jesus Take the Wheel: Experiences of White Post-Evangelical Christian Students’ Faith Disorientation in Counselor Education. (Under the direction of Professor Adria Dunbar.)

Jennifer Kay DeNeal
Educational Leadership, Policy, and Human Development
Dissertation: Politics and Teacher Preparation: A Case Study Inquiry Into the Creation of the North Carolina Residency Model and the Relationship Between Residency Preparation and Pedagogical Effectiveness. (Under the direction of Professor Timothy Drake.)

Elizabeth MacArthur Uzzell
Educational Leadership, Policy, and Human Development
Dissertation: Implementing Restorative Justice Practices in the Middle School: A Case Study. (Under the direction of Professor Timothy Drake.)

Sarah Lynn Hammond
Educational Leadership, Policy, and Human Development
Dissertation: Nudging Towards Diversity: A Randomized Controlled Trial Involving Veterinary Applicants. (Under the direction of Professors Stephen Porter and Anna Egalite.)
Heather Leigh Ryan  
Educational Leadership, Policy, and Human Development  
Dissertation: Student-Athlete Mental Health: A case study of mental health programs in Power 5 conference athletics departments. (Under the direction of Professor Joy Gaston Gayles.)

Sharbari Kamal Dey  
Educational Leadership, Policy, and Human Development  
Dissertation: A critical narrative case study of Asian American faculty racialization experiences and the bamboo ceiling at a research-intensive predominantly white institution in the American South. (Under the direction of Professor Alyssa Rockenbach.)

Jennifer Beth Ofstein  
Educational Research and Policy Analysis  
Dissertation: Student Affairs Educators and the Climate for Religious Pluralism at a Public University. (Under the direction of Professor Alyssa Rockenbach.)

Erin White Beaman  
Educational Research and Policy Analysis  
Dissertation: Perceptions of Participation in a Living and Learning Community: Lessons Learned. (Under the direction of Professor Bonnie Fusarelli.)

Laurie Charlene Brummitt  
Educational Research and Policy Analysis  
Dissertation: A Q Methodology Study of Community College Leaders’ Viewpoints on Student Labor Market Success Measures in North Carolina. (Under the direction of Professor Diane Chapman.)
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION

Erik Michael Ward
Technology Education
Dissertation: The Development and Validation of an Instrument to Test the Self-efficacy of Teachers Teaching Engineering Design. (Under the direction of Professors Aaron Clark and Cameron Denson.)

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Teena L. Coats
Learning and Teaching in STEM
Dissertation: Should “I” Stay, or Should “I” Go? An Exploration and Examination of Technology and Engineering Education Teacher Identity and Retention. (Under the direction of Professors Aaron Clark and Cameron Denson.)

Megan Patberg Morin
Learning and Teaching in STEM
Dissertation: The Value of a REU Program for an Engineering Community College Student’s Persistence and Continuation. (Under the direction of Professors Aaron Clark and Cameron Denson.)

Katie Floyd Johnston
Learning and Teaching in STEM
Dissertation: Undergraduates’ Attitudes Toward Mathematics and Perceptions of Community of Inquiry in the Fully Online Mathematics Classroom: An Explanatory, Sequential Mixed-Methods Study. (Under the direction of Professor Karen Hollebrands.)
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Aimee Fraulo
Teacher Education and Learning Sciences
Dissertation: Exploring Outdoor Educators’ Positional Identities: Survey Development and Validation Using Structural Equation Modeling in a Mixed Methods Study Blending Quantitative Results With Phenomenological Analysis. (Under the direction of Professor Sarah Carrier.)

Nina Radakovic Schoonover
Teacher Education and Learning Sciences
Dissertation: Teachers’ Aesthetic Practices: A Comparative Case Study of Arts Integration in English Language Arts Classrooms Across North Carolina. (Under the Direction of Professor Michelle Falter.)

Samira Syal
Teacher Education and Learning Sciences
Dissertation: Examining Self-Regulated Processes Involved in Reading Comprehension in Conventional and Game-Based Learning Environments. (Under the direction of Professor John Nietfeld.)

Marina Wagemaker\textsuperscript{1}
Teacher Education and Learning Sciences
Dissertation: Metacognition of Academic Speech for International Multilingual Graduate Students. (Under the direction of Professor Christy Byrd.)
MASTER OF EDUCATION

Adult and Community College Education
Kristy Harrington

Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Mariam Fatima Al-Akhdar
Jasmine Lynnette Ambrose
Stacey Lynn Castiglia
Frances Monserrat De Los Santos
Richard Leonard Griffis, Jr.
Thomas Jeffrey Hibbs
Amber Hicks
Grace Morgan Kavanagh
Michelle Kelleher
Katherine Moran
Lila McKinney Olson
Qendresa Pacolli
Kristen Russell
Jeremy Wayne Saunders
Danay Janiece Scott
Anna Boulware Sutton
Lamar Whidbee

College Counseling and Student Development
Chelsea Marie Cochrane
Claire Elizabeth Denny
Kaitlyn Carol Draughn
Alyssa Nicole Elliott
Ciandra Gaston
Derek Jeffrey Just
Chelsea Rose Nowak
Anne Curran Sylla
Nicholas Vogel

Higher Education Administration
Juliana Jian Bohland
Tatiana Monique Canada
Eleanor Anne Chappell
Alexa Rene DeFalco
Katherine Ennis Dils
George Yikai Dou
Stanton Fields
Katherine Herrmsmeyer
Gracie A. Hood
Hannah Margaret Kriner

Kelsey Kim Lam
Shuyi Lin
Jamison Dean Lowery
Kelsey Leigh Oberbroeckling
Kara Alexa Reddish
Emily Saylor
Samantha Collier Stopper
DeVante Alexander Thomas-Pittman
Jordyn Williams
Leah Lynn Wills

School Counseling
Rachel Elizabeth Bryan
Suzanne Swanson Cole
Akanksha Jain
Margaret Latta-Milord
Jodeci Kierra Paige
Lauren Elizabeth Reaves
Adair Dupont Sheppard
Jillian Lamae Thomas
Anna Catherine Thornton
Madeline Townsend
Amina Zouhri

Training and Development
Lisa M. Bare
Amy Dombrowski
David Carleton Humphrey
Michael F. Lewis
Joseph Thomas Martin
Kimberly C. McPherson
Steven Lee Miller
Sherry Lynn Parson
Gabriella Rena Plyler
Edward Dwayne Price, Sr.
Jeffrey Lynn Richardson, Jr.
Taylor Stone
Jennifer Warren
Samantha Joanne Watson
Sarah Wells
Kristi Westphal-Thomas

MASTER OF SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION

Traci Renee Arnemann
Danielle Edna Bell
Krista Sue Judd Blackburn
Carrie Ann Blanchard
LeonBorders
Lakeisha Lamae Bradley
Alaina Michelle Burr
Crystal Justine Cahill
Jonathan Dent
Melissa Anne Denton
Kacheckia S. Dewitt
Broc Hunter Dickerson
Michelle Renee’ Disney
Wyandotta Ervin
Taylor Nicole Evans
Marissa Lynnann Fux
Johnny Adrian Guffey II
Amber Somone Alethia Haigler
Stephen Anthony Hall, Jr.
Tracy G. Hill
Candi Allen Horton
Kortney Blair Howerton
Heather Marie Karns
Brittney Mary Lopez
Brandon Earl Lucas
Alexis Harrell Magill
Ashantee Dyan McKelley
Sonya Doughty Meeks
Lindsay Mae Palmer
Lindsey Jessie Michelle Parham
Leanna Pierce
Whitney Lamm Poper
LaTara Yvette Ray
Emily Rose Richards
Jessica Lorraine Richardson
Brittany Roberts
Emily Lane Rose
Kristy McKinney Smith
Quantisha Mone Spencer
Greterra Tabron
Beverly Taylor-Jones
Justin Viens
Kristy Marie Washington
Robert Fridy Weldon
Sardavia Williams
Randi Michelle Woodruff
MASTER OF EDUCATION
Michelle Bracey Bailer
Cheryl Banaira Bautista
Darlene Hargett Blake
Kristen Noel Blau
Jacobie Charmelle Bond
Jacob Craig Cole
Rachel Gwaltney
Mckenzie Nalley Jevnikar
Muhammed Kurt
Corey Evans McClintock
Paige Moretz Price
Jason Jeriah Jonathan Sarnowski
Michelle Bowen Smith
Ana-Maria Topliceanu
Jessica Lyle Whaley-Davis
Jennifer Davis Wiggins
Jennifer Worley

Technology Education
Shaun Bennett

MASTER OF SCIENCE
Mathematics Education
Lydia Angelea Allen

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING
Mathematics Education
Ashley Lauren Frye
Andre Darnell Green
Brandon Lawrence Noonan
Diamond Alexa Ridgeway

Science Education
Christian Joseph DeVivero
Eduardo Javier Estrada Rosado
Mariah DeAnna Jackson
Heather Lee
Naga Poornima Sundaragiri
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MASTER OF EDUCATION

**Curriculum and Instruction, Curriculum and Developmental Supervision**
Elisabeth Alford Edmonds
Lauralee Remaliah Welch
Aniya Wood-Reynolds

**Curriculum and Instruction, New Literacies and Global Learning - English Education**
Melissa Margaret Walsh

**Curriculum and Instruction, New Literacies and Global Learning - Middle Grades Education**
Eve Michaela Sherman

**Curriculum and Instruction, New Literacies and Global Learning - Reading Education**
Leah Christian Bissette
Rebecca S. Bollinger
Brandy ReNee’ Causey
Summer Paige Clark
Amanda Cole
Hannah Leigh Cox
Lindsay Kellyn Crabb
Rebecca McCollum Dorman
Melissa Maske East
Jennifer Myers Foster
Dusti Davis Gardner
Kathryn Adams Garrison
Brittany Marie Hutchens Groce
Katherine Chipman Harris
Virginia Marie Hartley
Hannah Haynes
Sarah Darlene Hayslip
Jon Paul Holleman
Joi Ta’Nalle Hood
Ashley Paige Johnson
Lori Lee Laws
Rosanna Crissman Laws
Karie Matthews
Hannah Brown Neal
Kennedy Nicole Neiderer
Christy Corn Reason
Kristen Michelle Staley
Danielle Parrish Szaro
Courtnay May Weathers
Lisa Renee Wilkins
Kandyce Nicole Jones Wood
Christine Marie Yoder
Yan Zhou

**Curriculum and Instruction, New Literacies and Global Learning - Social Studies Education**
Carrie Johnsen

**Elementary Education**
Laura Faye Graner
Andrea Marie Hampton
Kelly Ann Womack-Adams

**Learning Design and Technology**
Meredith Elizabeth Leonard
Alisa Michelle McCollum
Monica Meadows
Jonah Sharkey
Quaneisha D. Smith
Rebecca Elizabeth Swanson

**Special Education**
Elizabeth Janice McDaniel

**MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING**

**Elementary Education**
Nicole Ashley Leinani Anderson
Grace Emma Vawter Blue
Mary Addison Dale
Alexander Gordon Daley
Jessica L. Fedor
Jorye Harris Perry
Brandi Jerelle Hughes
Sally Johnson
Nicholas James Manzion
Danielle Elizabeth Francis Marzen
Mikayla Rose Newsome
Pratima Goud Ramunigari
Jessica Riggs
Brittany Jackson Sadler
Elizabeth Morgan Throop
Courtnay Tillery
Elizabeth Anne Wanee

**English Education**
Jordan Richard Hansgen¹
Jennifer Lynne Kretchmar
Mitra Norowzi
Leila Ismail Wolonick

**English as a Second Language**
Ahmed Benamrane
Nourdine Ouqqas, Sr.
Thomas Winkens

**Middle Grades Education English Language Arts**
Sarah Medley Ford
Emma Fordham
Jenna Elise Rosen
Shakinah Sampson
Precious Jewel Sidbury¹

**Middle Grades Social Studies Education**
Jaleesa Jasmine Ames¹
Holly Knapp Hogarth¹

**Secondary Social Studies Education**
Rayanna Michelle Barney
Daniel Belton
Floyd C. Clapp
Anna Lawrence Doughton
Eric Vincent Helm
Lola Alena Helms
Cameron R. Knowles
Christin Elizabeth Moenning
Sarah Elizabeth Patton¹
Brian Leveille Pringle
Matthew Shore
Kyra Elizabeth Steversherwood
Laura Isabel Virgile
Annabelle Elizabeth Webb
Joseph James Williams¹
Special Education

Emma Marie Champion
Caitlyn Annaliese Davis
Elisa Dudek
Amy Rebecca Ganas
Ryan David Jory
Ernst Leroy Joseph
Lawrence Earl Lehning, Jr.
Carolyn Mitchell Plunkett
Anna Christine Vess
Nyaaa Theodorina Vincent
Ciara J. Wheeler
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Mathematics Education
Sundos Abu-Jubara**
Helena Nicole-Jean Brewster***
Olivia Gene Chiott**
Emily Chuchta*
Alyssa Caroline Coleman**
Megan Katherine Pryor D'Agostino***<
Madison Lindsey Davis**
London Octavia Dement****
Michael Matthew Andrew Duncan*
Taylor Jordyn Hayes***
Kathryn King***<
Hannah Grace Lee*
Joseph Maurais***
Alexander Samuel Nechyba***
Kristen Marie Parrish***
Analeise Poulin**
Elizabeth Grace Rodgers***>
Emma Isabelle Schneider****
Allison Catherine Seton-Harris***
Bryan Kameron Shuntich***
Emily Jasmine Southard***
Coleton Vaughn Stewart*
Jessica Terrones****
Hannah Carol Watlington****
Martia Nicole Williams***<

Science Education
Breanna Leigh Brummett*
Elizabeth Sophie Cohen***<
Ashton Julia Crump***
Alexandra Nicole Gagnon***<
David Caldwell George***
Asa James Gunter III***
Shamar Tyreek Lamb
McKenna Elizabeth Martin***
Allyson Elizabeth Sarnowski***
Abigail Nicole Sousa*
Elizabeth Vanegas***
Eleanor Chaplin Whitsett**

Technology Education
Thomas Leigh Baker
Roderick Antonio Brown, Jr.
Don Hoc Bui***
Cameron Boyles Byrd*
Sean Thomas Casey
Marion Andrew Oliva Fondevilla*
Joseph Alexander Glackin***
Riley Harris**
Sean Patrick Higgins***
Jordan Gabriel Horne
Maggie Beth Lally***
Christopher Robert Lenz
Chenyang Li
Chen Lu
Daniel Robert Masters*
Adam James Preston***
Leah Colleen Proctor*
Paul Nicholas Shvidrik**
Shelby Kincaid Smith*
Madeline Solock
Michaela-Sivan Steele*
Matthew Stewart
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Applied Education Studies
Julianna Marie Allen*
Cameron Elizabeth Boyd***
Abbey Bungay
Meghan Abygael Milleni Enoch^CS
Tanya Vonetta Gilharry
Alyssa Raye Halter*
Elijah Kemp Kunkel
Kensley Sierra Ledford***
Donovan Henry Lewis
Hanyi Lin
Karis Lerung Lin*
Micah David Lloyd***
Kendal Hope Quinlan**
Braden Ziegler*

Elementary Education
Tatiana Isabella Affemann***
Rebecca Christine Blair***
Savannah Kaitlyn Bryant***
Caitlin Nicole Burke***
Parker Elizabeth Burrows***
Alexis Cloey Chadwick
Lindy Margaret Charles**
Jordan Cimino***
Lindsey Hall Clapp
Julia Marie Clark***
Autumn Marie Currin***
Jasmine Alisha Dabney***
Emily Caroline Daly***
Sarah Allison Daughtry***
Rebecca Elizabeth Drew
Abigail Jane Edwards***
Lauren Fels***
Olivia Ashley Frost***
Sarah Gilliam***
Claire E. Griffin***
Morgan Louise Harris***
Margaret Patchin Hennigan***
Megan Layne Holmes<
Julianna Marie Jancuski***
Natalie Grace Johnson**
Holly Katherine Johnston***
Lindsey Rebecca Keith
Charlotte Kristin Kelly*
Emma Elisabeth Kindsvatter**
Virginia McCauley Matthews***
Sophia R. Moffatt***
Kaelyn Grace Oakes***
Alexis Hilton Peterman***
Lauren Kathleen Prakke***
Sydney Michele Reid***^<
Alliyah Rachel Rich***^<
Katie Grace Richardson***^<
Payson Elizabeth Rigsbee***
Taylor Elise Rowland***
Caroline May Savage***
Paige Catherine Schepperley*
Keisha Kay Schmitt***
Emily Mary Ann Schofield***
Kerrigan Noelle Shagena***
Madalyn Grace Shand<
Kiya Simpson***
Jordyn Elizabeth Strack***
Kyanna Marion Sumpter***
Allison de Vera Taft***
Jordan Taylor***
Julia Asami Uhlman***
Mary Margaret Vial***
Heather Warnick***
Genevieve Hope Weaver***
Kaitlyn Wehrheim***
Cassidy Brianna Whitfield***
Morgan Whitt***
Emeline Minett Wilson***
Milana Ren Zuco***

Middle Grades Education
Carissa Marie Battagliotti*
Rachel Dureaux Clark*
Jacob Miller Ferreira*
Hunter Alexander Grantham1
Yasmine Jallal***
James Corby Johnson III***
Matin Maani***
Kristin Alexis Mares***
Kevin Martin***
Tina Senter Moody
Timothy S. Sellers***
Kenneth Lawson Wall

---
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SPECIAL STUDENT AWARDS

Outstanding Doctoral Dissertation Awards

Department of Educational Leadership, Policy, and Human Development
Sarah Hammond
Dissertation Title: Nudging towards diversity: A randomized controlled trial involving veterinary college applicants.
Under the direction of Professors Anna Egalite and Stephen Porter.
Program area of study: Educational Evaluation and Policy Analysis

Department of Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics Education
Vance Kite
Dissertation Title: Pulling the Plug on Computational Thinking: Preparing Inservice Science Teachers to Bring CT to Their Students
Under the direction of Professor Soonhye Park.
Program area of study: Science Education

Department of Teacher Education and Learning Sciences
Samira Syal
Dissertation title: Examining Self-Regulated Processes Involved in Reading Comprehension in Conventional and Game-Based Learning Environments
Under the direction of Professor John Nietfeld.
Program area of study: Educational Psychology

Education Council Outstanding Senior Awards 2022

Elementary Education: Kaelyn Oakes
Middle Grades English Language Arts and Social Studies Academic Achievement Award: Matin Maani
Dr. Lee V. Stiff Memorial Award for Outstanding Senior in High School Mathematics: Martia Williams
Outstanding Senior in Middle Grades Mathematics: Jessica Terrones
Science Education (High School): Ally Gagnon
Science Education (Middle School): Elizabeth Vanegas
Outstanding Senior in Technology, Engineering and Design Education: Maggie Lally
Dr. John K. Lee, Interim Department Head

DEAN EMERITA
Dr. Kathryn M. Moore

EMERITI FACULTY
Dr. George A. Baker III
Dr. Paul F. Bitting
Dr. Edwin Gerler
Dr. J. Conrad Glass Jr.
Dr. Lawrence K. Jones
Dr. Carol E. Kasworm
Dr. Elizabeth MacPhail-Wilcox
Dr. Julie G. McVay
Dr. Robert C. Serow
Dr. Raymond G. Taylor, Jr.
Dr. George B. Vaughan

AFFILIATED FACULTY
Dr. Amanda H. Allen
Dr. Frim Ampaw
Dr. Shirley Arrington
Dr. Patricia Ashley
Dr. Donna W. Bailey
Dr. Andrew Behnke
Dr. Clinton Bolton
Dr. Bryan Brander
Dr. Crystal Brown
Dr. William Carver
Dr. Brenda D. Champion
Dr. Lisa Chapman
Dr. Jenifer O. Corn
Dr. Jemilia S. Davis
Dr. Karrie G. Dixon
Dr. Pamela Eddy
Dr. James Ellerbe
Dr. Pamela Earp
Dr. Carol Figuers
Dr. Jean Fleming
Dr. Cynthia W. Geary
Dr. Bethany Glueck
Dr. Gary Green
Dr. Gayle Greene
Dr. Karen Haley
Dr. William C. Harrison
Dr. Monica Headen
Dr. Garrett Hinshaw
Dr. Pamela B. Howze
Dr. William Ingram
Dr. Anthony Jackson
Dr. Cynthia W. Johnson
Dr. David Johnson
Dr. Linda Krute
Dr. Pooneh Lari
Dr. Kathy D. Lohr
Dr. Deborah C. Luckadoo
Dr. Tim Luckadoo
Dr. Bruce Mallette
Dr. Bryan Martin
Dr. Audrey K. Martin-McCoy
Dr. Mildred Maxwell
Dr. Darryl D. McGraw
Dr. Dale McInnis
Dr. Larry Moneta
Dr. Sharon Morrissey
Dr. Pascal Mubenga
Dr. Martin Nadelman
Dr. Diana Oblinger
Dr. Tony O’Driscoll
Dr. Barry Olson
Dr. Amy B. Orders
Dr. Monica Osburn
Dr. Andy Overstreet
Dr. Colleen G. Paeplow
Dr. Randy Parker
Dr. Rodney Peterson
Dr. Donna T. Petherbridge
Dr. Rachel Porter
Dr. Eddie Price
Dr. R. Scott Ralls
Dr. Carol D. Raubenheimer
Dr. Donald L. Reichard
Dr. Lawrence Rouse
Dr. Ryan D. Rucker
Dr. Stephen Scott
Dr. Pamela Senegal
Dr. Kim Sepich
Dr. Nicole Smith
Dr. Trip Stallings
Dr. Jennifer Stanigar
Dr. Jason Taylor
Dr. Courtney H. Thornton
Dr. LaTricia Townsend
Dr. Richard Tyler-Walker
Dr. Millicent Valek
Dr. Sue Wasiolek
Dr. Jessica L. White
Dr. Dennis Wiese
Dr. Cathy Williams
Dr. Doris Terry Williams
Dr. Saundra Williams
Dr. Stelfanie Williams
Dr. Mary Ann Wolf
Dr. Carrie Zelna
Dr. Aaron C. Clark, Department Head

Dr. Robin K. Anderson
Dr. Margaret R. Blanchard
Dr. K.C. Busch
Dr. Sung-hwan Byun
Dr. Cesar Delgado
Dr. Cameron DeLeon Denson
Dr. Cyndi Edgington
Dr. Ruby Ellis
Dr. Marissa M. Franzen
Dr. Karen F. Hollebrands
Dr. Carla C. Johnson
Dr. M. Gail Jones
Dr. Tamecia R. Jones
Dr. Erin Krupa
Dr. Hollylynne S. Lee
Dr. Brian Matthews
Dr. Steven L. Miller
Mr. John Parks Newby
Dr. Soonhye Park
Dr. Matt Reynolds
Mr. Erik Schettig
Dr. Kevin Sutton
Dr. Eric Wiebe

AFFILIATED FACULTY

Dr. Tameshia S. Ballard
Dr. Jo-Ann Cohen

EMERITI FACULTY

Dr. Theodore J. Branoff
Dr. Glenda S. Carter
Dr. Jere Confrey
Dr. William DeLuca
Dr. Johnny L. Crow
Dr. William J. Haynie
Dr. John Ronald Kolb
Dr. John E. Penick
Dr. Alice Y. Scales
Dr. Harriet Stubbs
Dr. William J. VanDerWall
Dr. William M. Waters
Dr. Larry W. Watson
Dr. Robert E. Wenig
Dr. John H. Wheatley
TEACHER EDUCATION AND LEARNING SCIENCES
FACULTY

Dr. Jessica T. DeCuir-Gunby, Department Head
Dr. Chandra Alston
Ms. April Y. Bartley
Dr. Candy M. Beal
Dr. Drinda Benge
Dr. Vandna Bindra
Dr. Laura J. Bottomley
Dr. Christy Byrd
Dr. Sarah E. Cannon
Dr. Sarah J. Carrier
Dr. Cathy L. Crossland
Dr. Dennis S. Davis
Dr. Marcia S. Davis
Dr. Deniz Eseryel
Dr. Michelle M. Falter
Dr. Valerie N. Faulkner
Dr. DeLeon L. Gray
Dr. Jill F. Grifenhagen
Dr. Kristin F. Hoffmann
Dr. Jessica H. Hunt
Dr. Micha J. Jeffries
Dr. Shiyen Jiang
Dr. Jill S. Jones
Ms. Betsy Knight
Dr. Joanna G. Koch
Ms. Kari Kuebel
Dr. Jordan Lukins
Dr. Crystal C. Lee
Dr. Meghan M. Manfra
Dr. Patricia L. Marshall
Dr. Samantha Marshall
Dr. Paula J. McAvoy
Dr. Julia O. McKeown
Dr. James Minogue
Dr. John L. Nietfeld
Dr. Amato Nocera
Dr. Kevin M. Oliver
Dr. Jamie N. Pearson
Dr. Jackie Relyea
Dr. Terrell Robinson
Dr. Edward J. Sabornie
Ms. Melanie W. Smith
Dr. Hiller A. Spires

Dr. Margareta M. Thomson
Mr. Keith T. Walkowiak
Dr. Temple A. Walkowiak
Dr. Jonee Wilson
Dr. Angela M. Wiseman
Dr. Carl A. Young

EMERITI FACULTY
Dr. John F. Arnold
Dr. Douglas A. Cullinan
Dr. Barbara J. Fox
Dr. Susan S. Osborne
Dr. Barbara M. Parramore
Dr. Carol A. Pope
Dr. Ruie J. Pritchard
Dr. Lois Thies-Sprinthall
Dr. Samuel S. Snyder
Dr. Ellen S. Vasu

AFFILIATED FACULTY
Dr. Leah Bug
Dr. Jody L. Cleven
Dr. Lisa G. Hervey
Dr. Erin T. Horne
Dr. Shaun B. Kellogg
Dr. Glennda McKeithan
Dr. Linda P. Robinson
Dr. Emily P. Thrasher
North Carolina’s best educators prepare at the NC State College of Education.
#28 ranked college of education in the nation

Most effective beginning teacher alumni as rated by employers

#1 in research funding among colleges of education in N.C.

#1 producer of STEM educators in N.C.
Mission
The College of Education is a voice of innovation for learning across the lifespan. We prepare professionals who educate and lead. Our inquiry and practice reflect integrity, a commitment to social justice, and the value of diversity in a global community.

Vision
The College of Education will lead the way in North Carolina in increasing opportunities for success in education and in reducing achievement gaps.